Lifestyle Intervention for Transplant Success (LIFTS) Mobile Health Wellness Program for Kidney Wait-Listed Patients: Development and Design


Introduction

Dialysis is a necessary treatment for over 678,000 patients suffering from End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) and over 90,000 on Kidney Transplant (KT) wait-lists in the US [1]. Although dialysis acts as a surrogate for kidney filtration, the treatment process negatively affects patients’ health status and quality of life [2]. A common side effect of dialysis is persistent high fatigue levels (i.e., 60-97% of patient population) [3], which is higher than the general adult population [4]. Dialysis patients are at risk of attrition from Kidney Transplant (KT) wait lists due to sedentary lifestyle and poor nutritional adherence. This study tested the acceptability of several mobile Health (mHealth) intervention components for the development of a lifestyle program to support kidney wait-list patients.

Methods: A home-based, 3-month feasibility trial of a distance coaching mHealth program entitled Lifestyle Improvements for Transplant Success (LIFTS) was developed from interviews with 22 kidney wait-list dialysis patients. Program components of the LIFTS program include: 1) A walking program using Fitbit devices and app (Charge 2/Alta HR or latest model in line) to track steps on non-dialysis days, 2) Muscle strengthening using video education (links to YouTube), 3) Renal disease nutrition and physical education using weekly videos, 4) Nutrition tracking using MyFitnessPal app and 5) Weight/fluid variability tracking using Nokia (formerly Withings) Wi-Fi scales and inclusive smartphone app.

Activity steps and weight were remotely monitored in real-time and goals modified by an online coach every two weeks. Acceptability was primary assessed from exit interview content and quantified apps’ measures to assess program components’ use along with physical function and psychosocial changes.

Results: One White male (age 45) and 2 Black women (ages 24, 35) were recruited. Findings demonstrated: (1) Support of using Fitbits in walking program, but some wear ability/technical issues (i.e., 98%, 82%, and 29% wear adherence), (2) Support using weight scales (mean = 2.54 weigh-ins/week), (3) Nonadherence to suspension training protocols, suggesting need for a different approach, (4) Dietary videos were helpful, (5) The dietary tracking app was too burdensome and (6) Participants interested in more social elements and challenges. Overall, all participants felt the program improved their health.

Conclusions: Further methodology refinement guided by dialysis patients to enhance acceptability is needed prior to a subsequent pilot study. Findings may be applicable in mHealth designs in highly fatigued patients.
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sis-associated fatigue is postulated as a primary driver of increased sedentary lifestyle behaviors that influence declining cardiovascular and muscular function [3-5]. Dialysis treatment filters amino acids and protein from the blood, which are necessary for maintaining extracellular fluid volume and muscle mass [6,7]. A lack of physiological muscular innervation combined with a less than adequate nutritionally-enriched humoral environment often results in a loss of muscle size and function. By breaking the cycle of this decline and sustaining or improving muscle function, medical providers can limit patient disability and death [8].

Many studies have found an increase in aerobic and anaerobic capacity in dialysis center settings through nurse and research staff mediated exercise programs either prior to or during dialysis [9-26]. Findings demonstrate increases in various biomechanist and physiological improvements in physical capacity [9-11]. Benefits of intradialytic exercise also result in increased urea clearance, reduced arterial stiffness and reduced risk of cardiac events [27-29].

Dialysis center-based physical activity (PA) intervention outcomes have shown mixed results, although most improve aerobic muscular function, increase muscular hypertrophy, increase strength, reduce cardiovascular disease risk factors [12-26] and increase quality of life (QOL) outcomes [11,24,30-32]. Although adoption and sustainability have been poor [33], the lack of participation may not have properly addressed patient specific issues such as fatigue, physical capabilities and the environment or the types of activities that may not be acceptable to dialysis patients [4,34]. There has been little research targeting lifestyle behaviors at home for kidney disease patients, but those incorporating both aerobic and resistance training have shown promise to increase PA and strength [35,36]. Less is known about the efficacy of these home-based program’s impact on aerobic and anaerobic capacity but is an area of increasing interest [11,22].

Overall, the best treatment for patients with ESRD is a successful KT. Many patients with poor functional status or deterioration while waiting for a transplant can potentially benefit from interventions that focus on physical function. These would directly reduce CVD risk factors and aid ESRD patients in remaining eligible for a KT. mobile Health (mHealth) technology incorporating smartphone-based programs is a potential strategy for augmenting home-based program approaches for KT wait-list patients. mHealth technologies incorporating real-time sensor technologies have shown efficacious and sustainable results in self-managed behavior outcomes for ESRD patients, KT recipient groups, as well as other chronic disease conditions including diabetes, stroke and hypertension [35,37,38]. Using a mHealth approach to improve hemodialysis patients’ health status has potential to be a low-cost and highly scalable delivery system to address patients’ physical capacities while also reaching the 11.6% other patients undergoing home dialysis treatments who wouldn’t be able to take part in center-based exercise programs [1,37]. However, the acceptability of smartphone-based programs and apps for self-management of PA and dietary conformance have not been empirically evaluated in KT wait-list patients and may present specific challenges.

Therefore, the purpose of this report is to detail the methodological development of a mHealth based well-being program for KT eligible ESRD patients. Using an iterative-staged, patient-centered, community driven, theory-based approach, the Lifestyle Intervention for Transplantation Success (LIFTS) program includes a formative evaluation, iterative preliminary testing, a proof of concept feasibility trial and a pilot trial. This report will describe development process and the feasibility trial of LIFTS to test the acceptability of the platform and provide feedback for the pilot study refinement.

Methods and Materials

Overview

The long-term goal of the LIFTS program is to be operationalized as a transplant center mHealth program designed to reach all KT eligible patients in a transplant center’s service area. The overarching objective of LIFTS is to deliver a mHealth intervention that primarily supports the maintenance or increase in subjects’ physical function (i.e., strength to ambulate, perform activities of daily living, etc.) and better control blood serum markers (i.e., through dietary and fluid conformance) necessary to sustain health thereby prolonging KT wait-list status. The development framework uses an iterative process to create and test the feasibility of the program prior to a pilot trial. This phase of the study uses the LIFTS program in a local 1-arm 30-person 3-month proof of concept feasibility trial. Increased PA and dietary self-management practices may serve to improve overall medical care treatment thus reducing cardiac, blood pressure, and metabolic related issues to support active KT wait-list status.

Primary outcomes include feasibility measures consisting of recruitment acceptability, program tolerability via retention rates, engagement in study device protocols, completing education sessions, compliance in entering weekly data in smartphone apps, acceptability measured through Likert scales on program components and the MARS mHealth acceptability scale (see detailed cut-points in measures section). Secondary outcomes include changes in physical functional testing, fatigue levels, improvements in PA, improvements in dietary control and the Malnutrition-Inflammation Score (MIS) index. Exploratory measures include conformance to standard patient blood serum/urine markers including albumin, creatinine, phosphorous and sodium from Nephrology/dialysis center reports.
Development

Using a Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR) approach [39], stakeholders included doctoral-level behavioral scientists, transplant surgeons, nephrologists, Donate Life South Carolina leadership and nurse researchers. Stakeholder input directed the development of the LIFTS components and study protocol. Underlying behavioral theories included the Self-Determination Theory [40,41] and Social Cognitive Theory to guide use of self-regulation and self-efficacy concepts during the program [42,43]. These theories formed the basis of the focus group questions during the formative phase [43] and were used to influence design of program components.

The initial development of the LIFTS program was based on the prior formative phase that investigated lifestyle habits, preferences and barriers KT wait-list patients experience if they were to engage in mHealth wellness programs [43]. In summary, the formative phase used 22 key informant interviews to identify ESRD patient physical capabilities, the utility of a smartphone platform for program delivery, current lifestyle patterns (i.e., current nutrition and exercise practices, fatigue, social support, perceived physical limitations, cultural/environmental support, religious beliefs, motivations and accountability to remain healthy). Grounded theory based analyses [44] using transcripts and NVivo 10 (QSR International) resulted in preferences to engage in wellness programs outside the dialysis center setting on non-dialysis days due to concern about exercising in front of those who were unable or unwilling to participate [43]. Findings also showed positive reception to smartphone-based programs incorporating online video education, apps to log dietary data, communicating using texting (e.g., supportive motivational messages, program of the day, feedback, goal setting instructions), at home exercises, PA monitors and internet connected weight scales as long as training was provided to ease concerns [43].

Initial program development created a framework that interlinked existing sensor devices and apps (i.e., Fitbit, Nokia [formerly Withings], MyFitnessPal) monitored by a wellness coach. A panel of dialysis center nursing managers and two KT wait-listed dialysis patients met to review a framework of the program to elicit feedback. After refinement, small scale preliminary testing was used to test the LIFTS program concept over a 7-week period using three KT eligible volunteers to identify barriers, test communication flow, identify receptivity of equipment, and redefine training needs. Study activities were performed at Dialysis Center Incorporated (DCI) locations in Charleston County, South Carolina, USA. All study protocols were approval by MUSC and DCI internal ethical review boards prior to initiation of research activities. Testing was conducted in 2014 with no reported adverse events. Afterward, iteration of LIFTS program components and intervention framework were finalized for the feasibility trial (Figure 1).

LIFTS intervention program components

The LIFTS system will utilize widely available consumer products and smartphone apps for the feasibility study. Primary components of the LIFTS program include: 1) A walking program using Fitbit devices and app (Charge 2/Alta HR or latest model in line) to track steps on non-dialysis days, 2) Muscle strengthening using video education (links to YouTube®), 3) Renal disease nutrition and physical education using weekly videos, 4) Nutrition tracking using MyFitnessPal app and 5) Weight variability tracking using Nokia Wi-Fi scales and Nokia’s Health Mate smartphone app. Each component is discussed in detail in the following sections.

Walking program: A walking program will provide the basis for increasing PA. Following constructs of self-regulation and goal setting, subjects will be given Fitbit devices to track steps [45]. Studies have shown acceptable usage of Fitbit devices for recording steps and...
their use in health promotion studies [46-51]. The walking program consists of scheduled exercise on three non-dialysis days and an overall weekly goal. Coaches set individual daily step goals in collaboration with subjects and are modified every two weeks ten-minutes per non-dialysis day would be the initial target duration for each walk that progresses through the program. Alterations to the initial duration can be individualized during the orientation session. Reminders for walks are delivered via SMS text messages to subjects on walking days. If subjects meet their step goal 75% of the time or greater, then step goals would increase by 10%. If subjects meet their step goal less than 25% of the time, then step goals decrease by 10% with behavioral trouble shooting at the time of contact.

**Muscle strengthening:** Muscular strengthening activities will use body weight exercises using body weight and common household items. Exercises will be modified to the specific needs and limitations of each participant (i.e., one-arm exercises, etc.) by the wellness coach, with specific attention regarding dialysis port sites, where only range of motion may be emphasized. Subject preference will dictate whether strength sessions are used in conjunction with the walking program or performed at another time. Strengthening programs’ exercises, sets, and target reps will be sent using SMS text reminders containing hyperlinks to example videos on a private YouTube™ video streaming channel each morning on three predetermined non-dialysis days. Two to five exercises using one to three sets will be prescribed using traditional progressive overload principles, increasing the number of exercises and/or sets in successive weeks [52]. Examples of exercises could include chair stands, body squats, wall push-ups, 1-arm wall/table push-ups, milk gallon curls, chair-supported leg raises and 1-arm rows using weighted grocery bags, etc. If the participant has difficulty performing exercises, modification of exercise selection or range of motion would be determined through conversations with the coach every two weeks. At two months, subjects would suggest their own exercise plans, thereby increasing self-efficacy to develop their own routines. Subjects would be asked to record strengthening exercise sessions in the Fitbit smartphone app as a completed session.

**Nutrition and exercise education:** Renal nutrition and exercise education scripts have been developed in collaboration with a Registered Dietitian specializing in the care of renal disease patients and an Exercise Physiologist. Scripts were used to develop a series of short, one-minute informational videos that are delivered once a week using SMS text messaging and hyperlinks. Videos are hosted on YouTube™. Fifteen videos have been developed and include grocery store footage with voice over for the following titles: 1) Controlling your fluid, 2) Grocery lists - planning ahead, 3) Supermarket Shopping tips, 4) Low sodium seasonings, 5) Balancing your protein, 6) Low potassium fruits and vegetables, 7) Food and drink portion control, 8) Reading food labels: Potassium and phosphorous, 9) All about sodas, 10) Choosing the right walking shoes, 11) How intense should you exercise, 12) Realistic expectations, 13) Rewarding yourself, 14) Find some fun in your exercise, and 15) Get a walking buddy.

**Nutrition and weight tracking:** The MyFitnessPal app will be downloaded to each subjects’ smartphone for tracking food intake and data linked to the Fitbit app. Subjects will be trained and asked to enter their food intake two days a week including one weekday and one weekend day. Subjects will monitor their nutrient intake including sodium, potassium, and protein through app reports and asked to make adjustments according to their physician’s recommended tolerance range.

Wi-Fi connected Nokia weight scales would be supplied for weight monitoring [53]. Subjects will be asked to weigh themselves every morning and night to assess their weight fluctuations. Weight fluctuation viewed in the Nokia My Health Mate app is intended to give rough estimates of fluid variability and provide self-regulation of nutritional and fluid intake.

**Coach interactions:** A Certified Personal Trainer will serve as the wellness coach and communicate by text and phone calls to each participant throughout the study period. The coach will monitor program adherence and Fitbit use status during each week of the program. Program fidelity will be monitored in real-time using Fit a base (Small Steps Labs, LLC.) that aggregates data from all study apps into a downloadable reporting form and Fitbit status dash board. Fitabase software imports Fitbit steps, calorie intake via MyFitnessPal, exercise sessions and Nokia scale measurement data (i.e., weight, body fat %) from the devices and provides feedback for device usage to the wellness coach (i.e., Fitbit battery charging state, last time synced, etc.). For subject non adherence greater than 3 days, a text message will be sent followed by a phone call on the fifth day to troubleshoot issues. Subjects will be instructed to notify the wellness coach if devices malfunction, apps disconnect, or if devices are lost or broken.

Motivational SMS text messages will be sent by the coach once per week to provide feedback on program adherence to the study protocol. Coaching sessions using phone calls will be given once a week for the first 2 weeks then every other week thereafter. Coaching sessions will be used to assess barriers, provide feedback for exercise selection and change goals. Each subject’s account will also be connected through the social feature within Fitbit’s companion app to encourage social support between subjects. They will be allowed to invite other friends as they desire.

**Sample and recruitment**

Thirty subjects will be recruited for the one arm fea-
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sibility study. The sample size is not powered but reflect sizes chosen (i.e., ranges between 23-50) based upon recommendations by Sims & Lewis for feasibility studies not to address power but to address precision and efficiency [54,55]. Dialysis Center Incorporated (DCI) and the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) Transplant Center are the study partners and serve as the environment for the study. Potential study subjects will be identified from MUSC Transplant Center KT wait-list records and medically approved by physicians from the Department of Transplant Surgery. Inclusion criteria consists of wait-listed dialysis patients between ages 18 and 65, male or female, of any racial groups, who take hemodialysis at DCI centers or take home dialysis treatments in Charleston county, South Carolina, USA. Although we foresee most subjects will have their own smartphones, smartphones will be made available to those without their own device. Exclusion criteria consists of inactive dialysis status on the KT wait-list, persons unable to operate a smartphone effectively after training and mental health issues identified by the study physicians.

Protocol

Potential subjects from DCI dialysis centers will be approached by DCI nursing staff, and if interested, followed up on-site with research staff to review study protocol and complete informed consent procedures. Orientation for subjects will take place in a private conference room at each DCI center prior to dialysis treatment or on a non-dialysis day. Home dialysis potential subjects will be called by a transplant center coordinator and if interested, use the next on-site MUSC evaluation appointment for the orientation session in a private conference room. Orientation sessions will last approximately one hour and include baseline psychosocial and physiological measures, reported activity history, step and weight goal setting, training for each of the apps used in the LIFTS components, hands-on dietary and exercise entry, dietary portion size training, and hands-on body weight exercise selection and training. Post-study (i.e., at 3 months) in-person follow-up will be performed to measure psychosocial and physiological measures. DCI centers and patient Nephrology offices will be contacted to obtain blood serum/urine measures for pre-post analyses.

Measures

Demographic measures: Baseline demographics measures include age, gender, race, height (i.e., self-reported), weight (i.e., dry weight from center/clinic scale), months on dialysis, prior and current activity status and social living condition (i.e., living alone, or with others?). Waist and hip circumference are measured using standard protocols with three readings for each measure with the two closest values averaged.

Primary outcomes:

Acceptability measures: Primary outcomes include feasibility measures consisting of recruitment acceptability (% of participants approached participating [acceptability target ≥ 85%]), tolerability (drop out % [acceptability target ≤ 10%]), engagement (% increasing and sustaining activity levels ≥ 15% via step counts [acceptability target ≥ 75%]), % of video modules completed [acceptability target 80% videos watched per person with ≥ 75% average compliance, % completion of dietary assessment [acceptability target ≥ 75%]) and the Mobile Application Rating Scale (MARS). MARS includes 4 objective scales that measure engagement, aesthetics, functionality and information quality along with a subjective quality scale [56]. An average rating of 80% on all MARS scales is targeted. Additionally, quantitative measures relating to device/components will use 0-10 Likert scales (i.e., 0 = “do not agree at all”...10 = “strongly agree”) to evaluate the following questions: “Did you find the device/component important to meet your goals?”, “Was the device/component easy to integrate in your daily life and easy to use?” and “Moving forward, would you continue to want to use this device/component?”. A brief end of study interview using open-ended questions will cover other aspects of the program including program set-up, technology barriers, log-ins to apps, most and least used components of the intervention, perceptions on the amount and value of feedback received [57]. Exit interview questions incorporated established concepts regarding utilization and participation will be pretested using an advisory panel consisting of qualitative analysts, psychologists and mHealth researchers [57,58].

Secondary outcomes:

Physiological measures: Subjects will complete battery of physiological tests pre- and post-study including the Timed Up and Go Test (TUG), 30-second Chair Stand Test and a hand-grip strength test (i.e. Grip Strength South Hampton protocol [59] using a Jamar Dynamometer) to assess physical function [60].

Psychosocial measures: Psychosocial measures include Self-Efficacy (SE) scales for PA and a modified derivation for SE of strength training using the Exercise SE Scale (ESES) [61]. SE for PA and strength training is based on a 10-item 5-point Likert scale. Nutrition adherence will use the Renal Adherence Behavior Questionnaire (RABQ) scale and it’s subscales on self-care [62] with measures based on 5-factor analysis of 25 items pertaining to renal nutritional adherence. Fatigue will be measured using the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy Fatigue Scale (FACIT-F). FACIT-F is a 13-question, 0-52 ranged scale where higher responses represent lower fatigue with general population median score = 47 [63]. Lastly, the MIS scale, one of the secondary outcomes, will be used to measure malnutrition and inflammatory conditions which is commonly used as a risk metric for protein energy muscle wasting [64].

Exploratory outcomes:

Serum measures: Patient data will be sourced from patients’ dialysis centers and nephrology office records.
Specific measures include serum or urine albumin, creatinine, phosphorous, and sodium. Percent change in weeks of conformance, absolute change, and conformance to ≥ 75% for each subject per individualized physician dictated goal will be analyzed. Records will include the three months prior to the study and all study months.

**Fidelity measures:** PA metrics obtained by the Fitbit devices included wear days, steps, and Fitbit activity minutes (sedentary, light, fairly active and very active minutes). Average steps and minutes will be calculated using a minimum of four days of wear to be considered a valid week. Although Fitbit devices do not report wear time, subjects are instructed to wear the device 24-hours a day except during activities involving submerging the device in water, showering, or bathing unless current models are waterproof. Usage will be assessed through days of wear divided by the expected number of days. Nokia weight scale metrics include the number of weigh-ins and recorded weights. Acceptable fidelity is set at ≥ 75%. Multiple weigh-ins on the same day will be averaged with differences in morning to night differences will be extracted from Fitabase dialysis days average). Nokia scale weigh-ins and morning to night differences will be extracted from Fitabase data. Fidelity measures from Fitbit, My Health Mate and MyFitnessPal apps’ adherence data will be extracted through Fit a base and assessed using % adherence to the protocol. Responses from the exit interviews will be recorded and extracted in the qualitative analysis along with average quantitative scores for each device/component question. Each program component will be ranked by using positive or negative responses with aggregated needs and wants lists to be deliberated during future refinement for the pilot study.

**Results**

Our preliminary developmental results using the test subjects informed increased training needs regarding the MyFitnessPal and Fitbit apps. It is suggested that subjects need hands-on training and show research staff they can perform the activities to prove they can complete intervention protocols. During the testing, suspension training straps were originally utilized with modified exercise videos with limited instruction during orientation. Training straps were underutilized during follow-up noting concern with dialysis port sites, unfamiliarity with the exercise modality, low motivation and increased training needs. Therefore, the stakeholders decided to remove the suspension training straps and to simplify and reduce the number of strengthening exercises. Other notable lessons learned established that orientation should be performed prior to dialysis treatment or on a non-dialysis day since patients were more fatigued after dialysis. It was also found that PA monitors that are wrist worn incorporating a watch-style clasp would provide the best method to secure the device and reduce the potential of lost equipment. Lastly, patients may need to have a dialysis center contact to assist in technology troubleshooting to login and access apps if conditions requiring new equipment or if smartphones are replaced. These findings were used to reiterate the approach, methods, communication, and components of the presented methodology.

Results of the feasibility study will seek to ascertain if the program is acceptable and tolerable to ESRD patients in its current iteration. Feedback and lessons learned during the trial will inform training needs and refinement of the LIFTS program. Secondary outcomes will be used to calculate a properly powered sample size for use in the subsequent pilot study.

**Discussion**

This study defines the methodology of a mHealth wellness program for ESRD KT waitlist patients. In addition, the development process uncovered issues researchers may encounter when executing mHealth studies highlighting the need to propose test case scenarios during program development. Results of the proposed feasibility study will inform clinical researchers about the acceptability of a distance-based, low contact wellness program for ESRD patients that may be generalizable to other patients with high levels of fatigue.

We found several technology-related issues for this mHealth study that require careful planning to ensure device compatibility, training needs and study robustness. For instance, firmware updates could disconnect devices from users’ smartphones requiring re-installation of software or re-pairing a device. Plans in the protocol should include careful planning to support subject troubleshooting for such a case scenario. We also initially had issues with compatibility concerns to connect study devices to subjects’ smartphones. At the time of initial development (i.e., 2014) smartphone adoption was reported at 53% when only six compatible devices existed to connect to Fitbit/Internet connected scales [65]. Currently, over 200 smartphone devices are now compatible with the proposed study devices and smartphone adoption has increased to 77% [45,65]. This al-
leviated technology availability concerns that were responsible for potential lower adoption rates. There was also issue of subjects not knowing how to connect devices to their smartphones due to low technical experience using apps. Establishing training aids and hands-on examples letting the subject connect and disconnect devices is warranted to drive device ownership and ability to troubleshoot issues during this study and other mHealth studies.

Several limitations of this study should be addressed. The length of the proposed study may be too short to elicit a physical response thus reducing the impact of physiological findings. It may also be implicit that the LIFTS intervention may only conserve strength and physical function rather than improving outcomes. The design of the study does not include a control group limiting the power of our findings, though is justified due to being predominantly focused on acceptability outcomes. The intervention design is also multi-component so therefore we will be unable to differentiate which program component may provide the largest impact on the measured outcomes. Although these limitations are inherent in the study design, there are several strengths including a patient and provider centered design, a mixed methods approach to evaluate program acceptability and patient-centered and clinically relevant outcomes driven through community-based research framework.

Conclusion

This study will determine the initial feasibility of a smartphone-based approach to improve PA and nutrition conformance in ESRD patients on the KT wait-list. Components such as a walking program utilizing PA monitors, tracking body weight fluctuations using internet connected scales, and delivering education content using short video segments may be a method to introduce a novel approach to reach ESRD patients throughout a transplant center service area without the need for frequent in-person contact. Results will inform usage, perceptions, needs, training and additional refinement to deliver an efficacious program to improve patient care. Although LIFTS is tailored to ESRD patients on the KT wait-list, derivations may include non-wait-listed ESRD patients, KT patients and CKD patients. If an mHealth approach can increase or maintain physical function and provide better health for ESRD patients as with dialysis center programs [26], then this may provide a widely disseminable and low cost option to enhance patient health.
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